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Chevron Nigeria received reports that at about 11pm Wednesday 
4th of May, 2016 their Okan Valve Platform offshore  Abiteye, 
Warri South West Local Government of Delta State, had been 
breached. This platform serves as a production hub for Chevron 
Nigeria/NNPC JV south and north offshore production. This means 
all of the oil and associated gas produced in fields offshore get to 
flow through this platform en route the terminal in Escravos. The 
company immediately moved to shut in all of its production in 
those areas to enable them contain the environmental impact 
from loss of containment.

While still trying to respond and swing into emergency/crisis 
management mode, there was yet another series of attacks, this 
time on their onshore area installations, Makaraba, Utonana, 
Abiteye, Opuekeba, pipelines supplying the Nigerian Gas 
Company were hit in a clearly syndicated attack. A militant 
group who refer to themselves as “Niger Delta Avengers” have 
since issued a statement claiming to be responsible for this 
sabotage. This same militant group had on 13 February, 2016 
claimed responsibility for blowing up Shell Petroleum 
Development Company/NNPC JV’s Forcados export line with a 
capacity of 300,000 BOPD. The group in their statement has 
vowed to cripple the Nigerian economy.



Niger Delta attacks over the last three years

22/10/13 Warri, Delta
MEND attack Warri Refinery

27/03/14 Forcados, Delta
The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta attacked Shell Forcados Sub-C 
pipeline located in the Western Delta.

The militant group in a statement signed by its Spokesman, Gbomo Jomo, said its 
scuba divers launched the attack at about 3am on Thursday.

Gbomo in the statement recalled that MEND had on March 1 sabotaged the pipeline.

Shell had earlier this month closed its Forcados crude oil export terminal because of 
an undersea pipeline leak.

19/05/14 Okrika, Rivers
MEND took responsibility for the attack on pipelines of the NNPC refinery in Okrika, 
Rivers State.

In a statement, it said the attack was line with its ‘Hurricane Exodus’, and was 
intended to bring down the entire refining facility.

14/01/16 Gbaramatu, Opudebubor, Okpelama, Kpokpo, Chanomi Creek; 
Delta
Suspected former militants blew up a gas pipeline in Warri South-West local 
government area.

Multiple explosions also rocked several oil installations in Gbaramatu kingdom, barely 
hours after a Federal High Court in Lagos ordered security operatives to arrest Niger 
Delta ex-militant leader, Chief Government Ekpemupolo, alias Tompolo.

The gas pipeline from Escravos to Warri to Lagos and Abuja was blown up at three 
different points. The militants also attacked Opudebubor, Okpelama and Kpokpo area, 
Chanomi creek and Sahara, behind Chevron Nigeria Limited.

30/01/16 Brass, Bayelsa
A pipeline owned by the Nigeria Agip Oil Company in Brass Local Government Area, 
Bayelsa State, was destroyed, causing massive spillage.

A member representing Brass Constituency 1 in the Bayelsa State House of Assembly, 
Mr. Isreal Sunny-Igoli confirmed the explosion.

The lawmaker said the latest explosion was worrisome and capable of forcing oil 
companies out of operation.



10/02/16 Bonny, Rivers
A new group, the Niger Delta Avengers, issued a statement claiming that “due to the 
recent happenings in the country, the Niger Delta Avengers has taken it upon 
themselves to start a war against all oil and gas companies in the region.

“As at about 1:30am this morning We the Niger Delta Avengers blew up the  Bonny 
Soku Gas Export Line, inline with the ongoing pipeline attack on the region.

“We are responsible for all the attacks going on the region for the past few weeks. The 
Agip Brass crude oil pipelines in Bayelsa, Escravos- warri crude oil pipeline,Escravos 
-Lagos- Abuja gas pipeline, Alero Dibi Abiteye  crude Crude oil pipeline and also, the 
Escravos -Abiteye gas line. All these Crude and gas pipelines  were blown up in Delta 
Niger in the past few weeks by the Niger Delta Avengers."

14/02/16 Forcados, Delta
The Trans Forcados pipeline was struck by a bomb, causing Shell Petroleum 
Development Corporation, a subsidiary of the oil major Shell, to declare force majeure, 
as it was unable to export crude through the Forcados terminal.

The Forcados terminal can export 400,000 barrels per day when operating at full 
capacity, so the damage was not a trivial matter. The outage shut in around 300,000 
barrels per day in production.

05/05/16 Escravos, Delta
The Niger Delta Avengers attacked Chevron’s valve platform, an offshore oil facility 
located near Escravos in Abiteye, Warri South West Local Government of Delta State, 
forcing the company to shut in crude oil output from some fields in the western Niger 
Delta and critical gas supply to thermal power stations in the country.

A Chevron source confirmed that the attack occurred at about 10.30 pm in 
Benikurukuru community near Escravos in the Ijaw axis of Gbaramatu Kingdom, 
hometown of ex-militant leader, Tompolo.

The Niger Delta Avengers claimed responsibility for the attack, and gave its Strike 
Team 6 credit for the successful attack.



Economic Impact

The spokesman for Chevron Nigeria Limited, Deji Haastrup in a news 
release said this sabotage will not impact the company’s export 
obligations, however our analysis show this may not be the case 
especially if production is not resumed quickly. In 2009, when there 
was a similar sabotage of this Okan platform, it took the company 
two weeks to complete repairs and resume production. Oil production 
from offshore alone is conservatively put at 120,000, if it takes 
roughly same length of time to fix this then we are looking at a loss 
of production of a minimum of 120,000 x 14. Factoring in their 
onshore production of a conservative 40,000 BOPD that’s a loss of 
160,000 BOPD.

Following the attack, Nigeria’s oil output levels have officially fallen 
to 22-year low. Even before that strike on Wednesday night, Nigerian 
oil production had fallen below 1.7 million barrels a day for the first 
time since 1994. As at the evening of 12 May, the Minister of State 
for Petroleum Resources, Ibe Kachikwu, was quoted by Reuters as 
saying that oil production now stood at 1.4 million barrels per day.

The shutting of Forcados Export Line as a result of activities of 
pipeline vandals made the Nigerian Petroleum Development 
Company (NPDC) record a loss of N9.874 billion between February 
and March. The Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 
monthly financial report for March, which was released in Abuja, 
showed losses across board for the organisation's operations. The 
Integrated Data Services Limited (IDSL) and National Engineering 
and Technical Company Limited also posted losses of N469 million 
and N69 million, respectively.

An SBM Intelligence source puts the actual daily loss due to shut out 
production at the Forcados line at $12 million. Repairs have been 
scheduled for the 26th of May, but this is however subject to 
clearance on safety of the personnel who will carry out these repairs.

Nigeria’s 2016 budget is benchmarked against a 2.2 million BPD.  
This new attack is a blow on the government’s revenues and will 



potentially increase the budget deficit. With the impact on the gas 
supply lines, the already dire power situation is sure to become even 
worse as Gencos will be unable to receive gas required for power 
generation.

At least five of Nigeria's gas powered electricity generating plants, 
Egbin, Geregu, Olorunsogo, Omotosho and Ughelli, with a combined 
generating capacity of 1617MW are reported to have been knocked 
off the national grid. SBM Intelligence has made efforts to find out 
the exact state of these plants, but has been unable to because the 
power situation prior to the attack was abysmal to begin with.

For Chevron  JV, this is a setback, for a company already operating in 
a cash constrained environment, with the low Oil prices. They will 
now have to do all they can to complete necessary repairs to enable 
them resume production as soon as possible.



Environmental Impact

Ironically, the “Niger Delta Avengers” claim to be fighting the Federal 
Government over the environment, this attack will no doubt create 
even further environmental impacts. 

As of this moment, we are not sure how much volume of Crude Oil 
has been spilled into the creeks and waters of the Niger Delta as a 
result of this sabotage but the CNL JV has already commenced 
emergency response activities; there have been fires as a result of 
the damage to the Natural Gas supply lines to the Nigerian Gas 
Company. 

A Different Type Of Militant

Analysis of the facilities attacked points to one thing – we have a 
very well equipped and determined militant group in the Niger Delta, 
with a level of sophistication and skill far above what the previous 
militants could boast of. The installations that were blown up are 6 
metres and 8 metres below the surface respectively, requiring deep-
divers and significant expertise to lay the explosives. 

The location, 8 metres below, has a clamp on that line, yet the 
militants were able to target these points and take them out. The 
degree of accuracy to target locations with such huge impacts on 
production numbers with such few attacks points to some degree of 
intelligence information available to these militants. There have been 
unconfirmed reports that there are ongoing negotiations between the 
militants and the oil companies to the tune of millions of dollars to 
allow the necessary repairs to be done for the oil to start flowing.



Our recommendations

To the Federal Government of Nigeria:

It is clear that the Presidential Amnesty Programme did not achieve 
its set-out objectives. Throwing money at this problem will not fix it, 
rather it will make it worse as more groups emerge with grievances 
about being left out of the "sharing". 

It is also clear that the use of force will be counter productive. It is 
doubtful whether the Nigerian military has the ability to fight 
insurgencies on multiple fronts. Boko Haram, decimated though they 
may be, are not yet finished in the North-East. Nigeria is facing the 
threat of tit-for-tat violence in an arc stretching across the North-
Central, South-East, South-South and South-West zones because of 
the ongoing conflict between farmers and pastoralists. A third threat 
lies in the potential radicalisation of the Shi'a movement in Kaduna 
State. There is a fourth threat in separatists in the South-East of the 
country attempting to take advantage of trouble on various fronts. 
We do not believe that Nigeria can confront all of these at the same 
time if that nightmare scenario should occur. 

It is also obvious that Nigeria, at least in the short to medium term, 
will continue to depend on money made from the sale of crude oil, 
and at 1.4 million barrels a day being pumped, this leaves our 
budget 20% short (oil price calculation was $47 per barrel). Nigeria 
needs to tow another path, and that is the path of inclusiveness. The 
Nigerian government should make every effort to make the people of 
the Niger Delta feel a part of the country. We believe that President 
Buhari should make a visit to the region, rather than continue on the 
path of making threatening statements. The militants have not been 
very helpful to their people, and that presents an opportunity that 
can be tapped. Involving the people, will blunt the edge of the 
militants' weapons.



Our recommendations

To the people of the Niger Delta:

There is no doubting that the region has gotten a raw deal from 
various governments in Nigeria, and from the same militants who 
claim to represent you. Despite this, it should be clear that the path 
of violence has only made a few rich, to the detriment of the many. 
This is the story of Nigeria at large.

There are other ways to equity. The elected representatives of the 
region at the various executive and legislative bodies, at the state 
and federal levels should be held to account for promises that they 
have made. A clean up of the environment should be the 
responsibility of both the federal government, and the states. The 
example of the Bodo community, who doggedly pursued legal means 
of seeking redress should be followed. Hard though it may be, this is 
the way to win friends to your cause.
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